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https://www.learnpython.org/en/Hello%2C_World%21
https://www.learnpython.org/en/Variables_and_Types
https://www.learnpython.org/en/Lists
https://www.learnpython.org/en/String_Formatting
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5 – String operations 

https://www.learnpython.org/en/Basic_String_Operations 

Exercise: 

1. Have a go at each of the warm up tasks, be sure to read them carefully 

2. Paste your code for the final exercise on your evidence document, and label clearly 

 

6 – Conditions 

https://www.learnpython.org/en/Conditions  

Exercise: 

1. Have a go at each of the warm up tasks, be sure to read them carefully 

2. Paste your code for the final exercise on your evidence document, and label clearly 

 

7 - Loops 

https://www.learnpython.org/en/Loops 

Exercise: 

1. Have a go at each of the warm up tasks, be sure to read them carefully 

2. Paste your code for the final exercise on your evidence document, and label clearly 

 

8 – Reusable code 

https://www.learnpython.org/en/Functions  

Exercise: 

1. Have a go at each of the warm up tasks, be sure to read them carefully 

2. Paste your code for the final exercise on your evidence document, and label clearly 

 

Once you have completed the tutorials, you should now have the knowledge and skills to 

complete the following challenges.  

You will need to install the Python interpreter, and could use its built in IDE IDLE.  

I recommend using a Python IDE like pycharm, VS code or sublime textor 

https://www.learnpython.org/en/Basic_String_Operations
https://www.learnpython.org/en/Conditions
https://www.learnpython.org/en/Loops
https://www.learnpython.org/en/Functions
https://www.python.org/downloads/
https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/download/
https://code.visualstudio.com/
https://www.sublimetext.com/
https://replit.com/
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Challenge 1 – 
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Challenge 2 – Zork style adventure game 
Exercise: Play the text adventure game Zork  

That’s right, I am asking you to play a game, and that forms part of your Summer Independent 

Learning!  

At the time of writing this link worked to a web version of Zork 

http://textadventures.co.uk/games/view/5zyoqrsugeopel3ffhz_vq/zork 

If it doesn’t, then Google “Text Adventure Zork Online” and you should be able to find a link.  

There is method to my madness, playing a cutting edge game like this (for 1977ish) allows you to 

think about all the skills a programmer needs: 

• Use of variables 

• Inputs 

• Outputs  

• Lists 

• Operators 

• Formatting strings 

http://textadventures.co.uk/games/view/5zyoqrsugeopel3ffhz_vq/zork
http://www.eristic.net/games/infocom/zork1.html
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Task 2 

Create your own text adventure game based upon the design for task 1.  

Paste your code for the final exercise on your evidence document, and label clearly. 

 

 

 

 

 

Help 1: Tech with Tim 

https://youtu.be/DEcFCn2ubSg  

This is a basic introduction to a text adventure game on YouTube – a good place to get you 

started. 

 

Help 2: Invent with Python 

https://inventwithpython.com/invent4thed/chapter5.html 

This game has a lot of similar features to Zork and will help if you read the explanation and code. 

 

There is so much help out6
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https://youtu.be/DEcFCn2ubSg
https://inventwithpython.com/invent4thed/chapter5.html
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